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Quality 
is 

Our Priority 
At Think Aviation, we are dedicated to

excellence in every aspect of your training.
From curriculum design to instructional

delivery, we ensure the highest standards to
propel your aviation career forward. Trust us
to deliver unparalleled quality, because your

success is our mission.

Embark on your aviation journey with
confidence! At Think Aviation Training, we're
committed to empowering you with cutting-

edge courses tailored to meet industry
demands. Elevate your skills and soar to
new heights with our premium training

solutions. Your success starts here!

To customer

our management team is composed of
seasoned aviation professionals dedicated to
your success. With extensive experience and a
passion for excellence, our leaders guide our
vision, ensuring innovative solutions and top-
quality training. Trust in our expertise to propel
your aviation career forward.

MANAGEMENT

Our comprehensive solutions address every
aspect of your aviation needs. From training
and safety protocols to operational efficiency,
we tailor our services to optimize your
performance. With Think Aviation Solutions,
you're equipped for success in the dynamic
world of aviation.

WHAT WE DO
At Think Aviation, we are committed to
exceeding your expectations at every step of
your training journey. Your success and
fulfillment are our driving force. Rest assured,
we strive to provide you with an unmatched
experience that leaves you fully satisfied.

SOLUTIONS

Think Aviation Training is East Africa’s premier

KCAA-accredited aviation school that

specializes in training programs for flight

operations and safety, airport security, crew

management, and more.

Think Aviation started in 2007 in Nairobi,

Kenya. Several years later we have provided

quality and accredited aviation industry

training to over 15,000 professionals stationed

all around the world.

ABOUT US

APPROVED 
NON-FLYING ATO

Precision in Every Progression: Unlocking
Potential, Unleashing Possibilities
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OUR OBJECTIVES

Access our E-Learning Portal:
https://elearning.think.co.ke/

BOOK A CLASS NOW
PLEASE FOLLOW  US ON

THINK  AVIATION  

Email: simulators@think.co.ke 

           +254706027215

FOR SIMULATOR BOOKINGS

Email: info@think.co.ke 

           +2547(0) 11 483 483

           +2547(0) 33 483 483

FOR CLASS & COURSE BOOKINGS

Get IATA Level of Training 
from international well

training Instructors

Ensure that adequate resources are
availed to the administrative staff and
instructors & contracted so that they can
perform their duties & responsibilities.

Ensure that adequate resources are
availed to the administrative staff and
instructors & contracted so that they can
perform their duties & responsibilities.

Drive continual improvement and
innovation based upon efficient
administrative processes, well-defined
measurements, best practices, and both
participant and instructor surveys

Enhance the systematic research and use
of proactive practices at all levels that
ensures a reliable risk management.

Develop and require staff and instructors’
competencies, creativity, empowerment
and accountability through appropriate
development programs.

Evaluate all key activities to ensure
minimal or no risk exposure to our staff,
instructors, clients and visitors.

Show strong management involvement
and commitment.

WORLD CLASS
ONLINE AVIATION TRAINING

Choose our hassle-free online courses to take

you from novice to expert, from the comfort of

home.
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Access our E-Learning Portal:
https://elearning.think.co.ke/

Our Commitment is that every Think Aviation
training course is made with our deliberate

understanding that a life could depend upon
the integrity of our product. Highly trained

innovative instructors and the most
comprehensive background research will be
utilized in the production of each and every
training course. Continuous course critique,

auditing and revision will ensure that our
courses have the integrity that we say they

have.

Quality Commitment 

Your satisfaction

Your satisfaction is our utmost priority. At
Think Aviation, we are committed to

exceeding your expectations at every step of
your training journey. Your success and

fulfillment are our driving force. Rest assured,
we strive to provide you with an unmatched

experience that leaves you fully satisfied

Evolving regulations ensure that air

operators, ground handling providers and

training organizations achieve and maintain

standards that guarantee comprehensive,

up to date training programs for the industry

As part of the approval process for a Civil

Aviation Approved Training Organization,

Think Aviation ATO No. 22 has shown we

have procedures and systems in place that

ensure aviation standards are continually

met and our training courses remain relevant

and in line with current industry best

practices

APPROVAL & ACCREDITATION

KCAA Approved Non-Flying 
ATO with EASA Stabdards

Think Aviation Training is a non-flying ATO
with a state of art flight simulator training
device of Dornier 228-212, Cessna Grand
Caravan EX G1000 and Cessna 172S
G1000 which is used by our FOO students

BOOK A CLASS NOW

Th    nK
Aviation

Better Your Aviation Skills with us



+254 733 483 483
+254 711 483 483

2nd Floor, DLCO Hangar
Wilson Airport. 

info@think.co.ke
simulators@think.co.ke

www.think.co.ke

Access our E-Learning Portal:
https://elearning.think.co.ke/
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Better Your Aviation Skills with us

We Offer International
recognized courses with

Instructors with international
recognized licenses and

Training 

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

To understand the needs and expectations
of our learners and to provide them with
the best, most up-to-date training courses
in the aviation market, at the highest
degree of quality achievable.

At Think Aviation, our vision extends far
beyond mere excellence; it embodies a
commitment to unparalleled distinction in
all facets of our service. We aspire to
transcend industry norms, setting new
benchmarks of excellence while fostering a
culture of unwavering dedication to our
customers. With a steadfast sense of
diligence, we pledge to exceed
expectations, anticipating and meeting the
evolving needs of our clients with precision
and care. Moreover, we honor the aviation
industry's legacy and innovation,
embracing its challenges and opportunities
with respect and humility. Our vision
propels us forward, driving us to
continuously elevate standards and
redefine success in aviation.

CONTACT



 CREATING     
      COMPETITIVE 
            CAREER FOR     
                  ONESELF

Access our E-Learning Portal:
https://elearning.think.co.ke/
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PLEASE FOLLOW  US ON
THINK  AVIATION  

At Think Aviation, our vision extends far beyond mere
excellence; it embodies a commitment to
unparalleled distinction in all facets of our service.
We aspire to transcend industry norms, setting new
benchmarks of excellence while fostering a culture
of unwavering dedication to our customers. 

With a steadfast sense of diligence, we pledge to
exceed expectations, anticipating and meeting the
evolving needs of our clients with precision and care.
Moreover, we honor the aviation industry's legacy
and innovation, embracing its challenges and
opportunities with respect and humility. 

Our vision propels us forward, driving us to
continuously elevate standards and redefine success
in aviation.

                         BECOME                           
AVIATION

   UNCHALLENGED

To understand the needs and
expectations of our learners and to
provide them with the best, most up-
to-date training courses in the aviation
market, at the highest degree of
quality achievable.

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION
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Quality Management
Systems (QMS)05

Quality Management Systems (QMS) are
paramount in ensuring consistent excellence
across operations. This framework is dedicated to
implementing and maintaining rigorous standards
throughout all facets of an organization. It serves
to optimize processes, enhance customer
satisfaction, and foster continuous improvement
initiatives for sustained quality excellence.

The cost is $650 for 4 days.

Safety Management
System (SMS 06

A Safety Management System (SMS) is a structured
approach to managing safety risks and promoting a

culture of safety within an organization. It
encompasses policies, procedures, and practices

aimed at identifying, assessing, and mitigating
hazards to ensure the well-being of personnel and
the public. SMS fosters proactive safety measures,

continuous monitoring, and feedback mechanisms to
continuously improve safety performance and prevent

incidents within the organization.

Human Factors in
Maintenance (HFM)07

Human Factors in Maintenance (HFM) addresses
human performance in maintenance environments,
acknowledging the impact of human capabilities
and behaviors on tasks, procedures, and decision-
making. It draws from psychology, ergonomics,
and sociology to optimize maintenance processes,
enhance safety, and minimize errors.

The cost is $200 for 2 days.
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OUR

AVIATION

 COURSES

Book Early while it still lasts

CREW RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (CRM)

Understanding CRM can mitigate aviation
incidents. This course targets all aviation staff,
covering operations and maintenance, enhancing
resource management.

The Cost is $200 for CRM-I (2
days) and $100 for CRM-R (1 day)

Aviation Security
Awareness (ASA)

Special Deal in
Every Course

DANGEROUS GOODS
AWARENESS (DGCBTA) 02

Comprehensive DG training is essential for mitigating
aviation incidents, particularly concerning Dangerous
Goods (DGCBTA). This course is designed to educate

all aviation personnel, including those involved in
operations and maintenance, to improve resource

management and enhance safety protocols.

The cost is $200 for CRM-R and
$100 for CRM-I for 5 days

Aviation Security Awareness (ASA) training is
crucial for enhancing safety measures within the
aviation industry. This course is tailored to educate
all aviation personnel, focusing on heightened
awareness and vigilance to ensure security
protocols are effectively implemented and
maintained.

The cost is $ 200 for 2 days.

Core Instruction
Techniques (CIT) 04

Core Instruction Techniques (CIT) training is designed
to equip individuals with essential teaching skills. This

course is aimed at providing comprehensive
instruction to educators, focusing on fundamental

techniques and methodologies for effective teaching
and learning.

The cost is $550 for 3 days

The cost is $650 for 4 days
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Designed by

Designed by

GO BEYOND
THE LIMIT.

AVIATION SOLUTIONSGET IN TOUCHLeaping forward to

revolutionize your career in

the aviation industry.


